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As someone who was looking
to get into publishing, I
always found it hard to
consistently keep up with
what was happening in the
industry. Remembering
to visit separate websites,
news sources, job portals
and keep up with changes
was quite challenging. I also
know it can be difficult to
find information, learn about
trends in the industry, or
about the specifics of roles
that are not editorial.
The Publishing Post
intends to provide all of
this information and more
to anyone wanting to learn
about, or join, the publishing
industry. We want to cover
as much as we can for those,
like us, who want to absorb
as much of the industry as
they can. The Publishing
Post is a free resource that

is encouraging, honest and
accessible to every single
person who is considering
publishing as a career.
The Publishing Post stands
by the fact that 2021 is
a time for breaking down
barriers and encouraging
diversity in the publishing
industry. Learning about
and being included in
the industry should be
for everyone.
The magazine is created
by publishing hopefuls, for
publishing hopefuls. Each
and every person who works
on the magazine each issue
is dedicated to producing
and educating fellow
hopefuls with content that is
informative and interesting.

Lastly, I just want to say
a massive thank you to
every single person who
has supported, shared and
shouted about The Publishing
Post since our first issue. On
behalf of the whole team, we
are so incredibly grateful and
could not be more proud of
the success.
Editor in Chief, Chelsea
Graham

STAY UP TO DATE
Catch up on our previous issues, highlighted articles and recommended events at
www.thepublishingpost.com
Follow us:
@publishing_post
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First Senegalese Author Wins
France’s Prix Goncourt
By Malachi Martin

At 31 years old, author
Mohamed Mbougar Sarr
has made history becoming
the first Senegalese author
to win the Prix Goncourt, a
French literary prize given
to “the best and most
imaginative prose work of
the year,” becoming the
youngest winner of the award
since 1976. Mbougar Sarr’s
recent title, La Plus Secrète
Mémoire Des Hommes (The
Most Secret Memory of
Men), is a novel written in
the French language and has
garnered a positive reception
from critics.
But, what is the prize-winning
story about? The story
centres a young Senegalese
writer living in Paris who
aims to solve the mystery of
an author that mysteriously

went missing eighty years
prior to the story’s events. La
Plus Secrète Mémoire Des
Hommes was published by
both the French publishing
house, Philippe Rey, and
the Senegalese publishing
house, Jimsaan.
Son of a physician, Mbougar
Sarr was born in Dakar,
Senegal and raised in
Diourbel. He attended the
Saint-Louis Secondary
School Prytanèe Militaire de
Saint-Louis. Following the
completion of his education
in Saint-Louis, in a case of
art imitating life, Mbougar
Sarr moved to Paris to
continue his studies, similar
to the main character of his
prize-winning novel. The
author studied at the School
for Advanced Studies in
Social Science, however, his
thesis was left unfinished
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as Mbougar Sarr developed
an interest in writing and
decided to go into fiction
writing.
As of now, Mbougar Sarr
has published three novels
prior to his win of the Prix
Goncourt. His debut novel
titled Terre Ceinte (Encircled
Earth), his second, Silence
du Choeur (Silence of the
Choir), and the third, De Purs
Hommes (Pure Men) were
published in 2015, 2017 and
2018 respectively.
Terre Ceinte received three
prizes: the Swiss literary
prize, the Prix AhmadouKourouma, the Grand Prix du
Roman Métis, and the Prix du
Roman Métis des Lycéens.
Mbougar Marr’s second novel
acquired a Prix LittératureMonde and another Prix du
Roman Métis.
Although Mbougar Sarr only
receives a symbolic €10,
the prestige that comes
from winning the literary
prize is historically known
for boosting the sales and
reputation of other books
having won the prize.
Mbougar Sarr receiving the
Prix Goncourt is an important
moment for literature, as
it shows African literature
being recognised and
celebrated by other cultures,
especially since it is so rare
for an author of African
heritage to receive this kind
of recognition.

Department of Justice Blocks
Simon & Schuster Purchase
By Megan Whitlock
In an unexpected act of
intervention, the US justice
department has sued to
block Penguin Random
House’s proposed purchase
of Simon & Schuster. The
$2.2 billion deal, which
has already faced scrutiny
from the UK competition
watchdog earlier this year,
has now been criticised by
both publishing individuals
and governments alike for
giving Penguin Random
House unrivalled power and
influence within the industry.
In a statement, Attorney
General Merrick Garland
warned against giving one
publisher “unprecedented
control,” citing risks such as
“lower advances for authors
and ultimately fewer books
and less variety f
or consumers.”

trade book publisher – and
having bought out the last
of Pearson’s shares of the
company in late 2019.
Furthermore, the reduction
of the Big Five into four
would mean that options for
authors become increasingly
limited, as well as create
even more power imbalance
in an industry that is already
overwhelmingly dominated
by heavyweight companies.
Despite Bertelsmann’s
claims to the contrary, the
US Author’s Guild have
reported that the merged
Simon & Schuster and
Penguin Random House
would account for around
35% of book units sold in
the US, figures that have
been backed by their UK
counterpart, the Society
of Authors.

Simon & Schuster is
famously the home to several
high-profile authors, from
Dan Brown to Stephen King,
and publishes well over
2,000 titles annually, making
any merger a lucrative
opportunity. The acquisition
would mark yet another
step in Bertelsmann’s
consolidation over the
publishing industry, having
already successfully merged
Penguin and Random House
in 2013 –creating the largest

These figures certainly
support the Department
of Justice’s concern about
Antitrust laws, which
are designed to limit
the market power of any

individual company and thus
encourage competition.
Yet even beyond concerns
for the market, giving
unprecedented power to a
singular publishing house
appears to be a large step
backwards in publishing’s
current efforts to promote
diversity and inclusion
within the industry. In having
such a large stake in the
market and wide-reaching
control, any potential merger
runs the risk of shutting
out more marginalised
voices, damaging smaller
independent publishers and
de-incentivising risk taking.
It is important to note that
both companies involved
have claimed that their
imprints will continue to
compete and bid against one
another for books even after
the deal goes ahead, leading
Penguin Random House
lawyers to argue against
the Department of Justice’s
block on the grounds of
competition.
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Marcus Rashford Announced as
FutureBook’s 2021 Person of the Year
By Naomi Churn
Manchester United and
England footballer Marcus
Rashford MBE has been
awarded FutureBook’s
Person of the Year accolade
ahead of the physical
conference later this month.
The award offers tangible
recognition of Rashford’s
tireless advocacy for
children’s literacy, as well
as his wider campaign work
around children’s poverty
and free school meals.
Rashford joins a list of
publishing heavyweights
in receiving this award,
including publisher
Sharmaine Lovegrove, author
Kit de Waal and managing
director of the Bookseller’s
Association, Meryl Halls.
As Philip Jones, editor of
The Bookseller states, “The
FutureBook Person of the
Year award is for changemakers, people making a real
and marked difference in the
book publishing community
and beyond.” Rashford has
made waves in the industry
during the pandemic by
partnering with Macmillan

Children’s Books to release
his first book, You Are a
Champion, which aims to
foster positive thinking and
a resilient mindset in the
nation’s children. He also set
up the Marcus Rashford Book
Club, a reader-recommends
programme that seeks to
inspire a love of reading in
children and champions the
work of young writers from all
backgrounds.

in poverty, such as his
campaigning for free school
meals and his efforts to hold
the current UK government
accountable for their
decisions that adversely
affect the children most in
need. It also recognises his
ongoing struggle with the
racism he and other players
have faced and continue
to face throughout their
football careers.

In his own words, Rashford’s
aim is to get “great books in
the hands of the children who
truly need them,” children
who would otherwise not
have access to said reading
material. To this end, he and
his publisher, Pan Macmillan,
have partnered with the likes
of The National Literacy
Trust, Magic Breakfast, BT
and WH Smith to donate
books to schools and
children across the country.

In an interview with The
Bookseller, Rashford said,
“Success is representation.
Success is knowing that
any child can pick up my
book and think it was
written for them.” Rashford
is a powerful voice for
representation and diversity
in an industry that can and
needs to do more to achieve
this, and the FutureBook
Person of the Year award
stands in recognition of
this fact.

Outside of the publishing
industry, the award
acknowledges Rashford’s
work to alleviate some of
the struggles of children

Rashford will make a video
acceptance speech at the
FutureBook conference,
which takes place live and
online on 19 November 2021.
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John Agard Wins BookTrust’s
Lifetime Achievement Award
By Naomi Churn
The BookTrust has awarded
Afro-Guyanese poet
John Agard their Lifetime
Achievement Award, in a
ceremony that took place in
London on the 9 November.
Agard will be a familiar name
to many of today’s school
children. He has been a
stalwart of the UK GCSE
curriculum since 2002 with
his poems Half-Caste and
Checking Out Me History.
He is also the author of more
than fifty books for both
adults and children.
Born in Georgetown Guyana,
Agard wrote his first poem
when he was still in sixth
form, notably on the back
of an exam paper. While
he subsequently failed the
exam in question, the poem
was later published in a
magazine. The poet moved
to England in 1977, where
he worked as a teacher,
librarian and touring lecturer
for the Commonwealth
Institute after completing his
education. During his eight
touring years, he visited
more than 2,500 schools,
aiming to promote a better
understanding of Caribbean
culture and he eventually
began to devote more time
to his task by writing poetry
for children.

The BookTrust’s Lifetime
Achievement Award is
intended to celebrate
authors who have made an
outstanding contribution to
children’s literature. Agard
joins some of the biggest
names in the business in
adding this accolade to his
shelf, including last year’s
recipient David McKee and
previous winners Raymond
Briggs and Shirley Hughes.
Speaking about the charity’s
decision to give the award
to Agard, judge and author
Piers Torday said “John
Agard is not just one of our
greatest poets and writers
for children, but one of our
greatest writers period. […]
his contribution to children’s
love of literature in this
country is immeasurable
and this recognition is long
overdue.” Fellow judge Frank
Cotrell-Boyce added, “John
Agard has been telling stories
that need to be told and
singing songs that need to be
sung for decades. It’s great
to have this chance to tell his
tale and sing his praises.”
Agard himself was
particularly delighted with
the fact that he is the first
poet to win the award, saying
he sees it “also as a mark

of recognition for poetry,”
as very often “poetry is
marginalised,” while other
forms of fiction are favoured.
He added that he still “finds
joy” in reading his poetry
to people. This award
recognises the same joy that
his poetry has brought to
countless children and the
work he has done to make
this medium accessible
throughout the decades he
has been writing.
General feeling among
Agard’s peers in children’s
publishing is that the award
is well deserved. In the
wake of the news, Benjamin
Zephaniah said, “There is
no one like him on the page,
or on the stage. BookTrust’s
Lifetime Achievement Award
was made for him.” Malorie
Blackman, author of the
hugely popular Noughts
and Crosses series, added,
“John Agard’s poetry has
always been a beacon of
humour, insight and identity.”
For those interested in
discovering more about the
work of this poet like no
other, the BookTrust have put
together a John Agard book
list here.
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Anticipated Reads:
Good Books Make Great Gifts

By Meg Jones , Sarah Ernestine, Genevieve Bernard, A lfie K immins , Georgia Wells and Ellie Gibbs

You’ll be the Death
of Me by Karen M.
McManus
• 2 December, Penguin
A reunion between three
old friends turns deadly in
Karen M. McManus’ latest
heart-pounding thriller. Best
friends in middle school,
Ivy, Mateo and Cal have
fallen out of touch, and high
school isn’t turning out the
way they’d hoped. But, when
they skip school to take a
road trip and catch up, they
accidentally follow a fellow
high school student to the
scene of his death. Their
secret brings them closer,
and it isn’t long before
suspicion begins to cloud
their coincidental meetup – what brought them all
together that day, and why?

The Coldest Touch by
Isabel Sterling
• 7 December, Razorbill
Isabel Sterling, author of
These Witches Don’t Burn,
is set to chill readers once
again this Winter with her
newest novel, The Coldest

Touch. It all starts, as some
stories do, with a curse. Elise
Beaumont experiences the
death of her loved ones every
time she touches them. After
the predicted death of her
brother, Elise is desperate to
break the curse – even if that
means befriending a vampire.
Claire, a young vampire, is
tasked by the Veil to help
Elise with the curse and to
track down the whereabouts
of a supernatural murderer
lurking in the shadows of
their town. This new sapphic
YA (Young Adult) novel is
the perfect gift for fans of
Afterlove by Tanya Byrne
and Dark and Shallow Lies by
Ginny Myers Sain.

of Seoul, we follow the
intertwined fates of a young
girl, Jade, sold by her family
to a courtesan school, and
that of JungHo, an orphan
who has nothing. The
two form an unbreakable
friendship, but, as they
grow into adults and the
revolutionary fight for
independence alters their
lives, Jade must make the
decision of whether she will
risk everything she has to
save the one person who
would do the same for her.

Beasts of a Little Land
by Juhea Kim

Described as “Inception
meets Metropolis, by way
of The Great Gatsby,” this
decopunk dystopian fiction
set in an alternate timeline
tells the story of Liam, a boy
born poor but now taking full
advantage of the privileges
made available to him from
working for one of the richest
families in Chicago. Set in
the years subsequent to
their timeline’s version of
the “Great War,” a seemingly
perfect new world of

• 7 December, Oneworld
Publications
This epic story of love,
desperate poverty, war and
the brutality of occupied
Korea is a beautiful debut
from Kim. Spanning from
1917 to 1965, in the
snow-covered mountains
of an occupied Korea to
the impoverished streets
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advanced technologies and
medicines has been forged.
The great and the good go
to Club Artemis, notorious
for “Absynthe.” The liquid
has a reputation for causing
delusions, psychosis and
even death, but for Liam it
opens his eyes to a crumbling
world, lifting the veil on the
perfect world the government
is leading everyone to believe
it is.

A Marvellous Light by
Freya Marske
• 9 December, Pan
Macmillan
For the lovers of Jonathan
Strange & Mr Norrell and The
Binding comes Marske’s new
novel, telling the twisting
tale of a magic-infused
murder mystery, a queer
romance and hedge mazes.
In this novel’s alternative

Edwardian England
setting, everything is not
as it seems. Young baronet
Robin Blyth accidentally
uncovers an underground
magical society when
he takes up a seemingly
minor governmental post.
One administrative error
later and Robin is now the
appointed parliamentary
liaison to this newfound
society. Overwhelmed
and confused, Robin calls
upon his unwilling magical
counterpart, Edwin Courcey,
to help him on his mission
to request answers from his
missing predecessor. When
they unveil a plot threatening
every magician in the British
Isles, the two discover they
have a lot more to uncover
than they first realised.
Marske’s new novel is a
perfect stocking filler for
the lovers of magic, mystery
and murder!

Homecoming King by
Penny Reid
• 14 December, CipherNaught
Homecoming King is the
latest instalment from
bestselling romance author
Penny Reid. This is the
perfect gift for anyone who
loves all things contemporary
and sentimental. The novel
follows Rex and Abigail. Rex
is perpetually single, doomed
to watch his ex-girlfriends
marry the next person they
date – more often than not,
a close friend of his. Abigail
is used to singledom and has
long since sworn off dating.
Except one guy who she has
loved since she was a kid.
Their paths cross when that
guy enters Abigail’s bar,
needing a lift home. What
comes next is a whirlwind
of romance and the perfect
stocking-filler.

Absynthe by Brendan
P. Bellecourt
• 9 December, Head of Zeus
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November: A Look at Men’s Health
Emily D e Vogele and Cameron Phillips

November – sometimes
known as Movember –
is Men’s Health Month
in the UK. According to
Movember.com:

“Globally, men die
on average five years
earlier than women
and for reasons
that are largely
preventable. Which
means that it doesn’t
have to be that way:
we can all take action
to live healthier,
happier and longer
lives.”
Talking about health can
be scary for anyone, which
is why it’s critical we start
having these conversations
more openly. Literature and
works of fiction that feature
these topics can help to
destigmatise them.

Cameron: Man Down:
A Guide For Men on
Mental Health by
Charlie Hoare
I’ve been absolutely battered
from pillar to post in the time
since I graduated in late
2019 until now. The search

for a proper
career after
my post
university
plans fell
apart left
me feeling
worthless
and quite
frankly,
hopeless. As
I write this,
one part of
the problem,
which is
connected
to the widest
issue that
men face
with their
mental
health, rears its ugly head.
I have loving parents, some
wonderful friends, a part
time job I don’t despise, a
warm house and food. As a
result, I tell myself that I’m
fine, I should be grateful
and just “get on with it.” But
contrary to social belief, that
mentality is not healthy, and
it eats away at you slowly;
death by a thousand cuts.
Charlie Hoare’s Man Down:
A Guide For Men on Mental
Health has been a favourite
listen of mine. One aspect
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of mental health that is
particularly difficult for me
is the overwhelming nature
of it. The most strikingly
beneficial part of listening
to this book is the episodic
nature of the advice on offer.
When my mental health
overwhelms me, one method
I use is to break my day down
and the tasks within them,
which enables me to tackle
things one at a time, instead
of juggling my worries.
In this regard, the book’s
small snippets of advice are

incredibly useful in mirroring
this approach. Subjects
range from insecurities and
anxiety, to communicational
issues and societal pressure.
Mental health is a very
individual thing, and the
ways in which we deal with
it much the same. In my
case, I do not need to read
or listen to a Freud-esque
figure to psychoanalyse
me for an hour, I just need
advice to be short, simple,
effective, from a place of
support, love and comfort.
Hearing a male voice, Mike
Paul, narrate these tidbits is
comforting. Female support
has always been the bedrock
which many men use to deal
with mental health. I know
it’s certainly the case for
me that it is a couple of my
female friends who have
that role for me. However,
if men are really going to
tackle this problem, then it
is the relationships between
men that must change. Men
should be compassionate,
loving and vulnerable with
each other to facilitate
communication and support
for one another. This book for
me contributes to amending
this issue.

I would like to dedicate this
piece to all my friends who
continue to support and
encourage me, and also to
Chelsea, Rory McNeil, Emily
and Paige, who afford me
a platform to do something
I love.

Despite the above, I am in a
much better place than I was
twelve months ago, through
mental health exercises,
rediscovering my passions
and the continuous support
from my wonderful friends.
Audiobooks have been
very useful in this sense. I
still have a long way to go,
but as another December
approaches, I feel in a better
place to really attack 2022.

The book features vital
discussions about mental
health, particularly men’s
mental health. Trauma,
depression, anxiety and
abusive relationships are
all topics that the four main
male characters deal with.
Again, they are not reduced
to simply their mental
struggles, but rather they are

Emily: Six of Crows by
Leigh Bardugo
Building on what Cameron
said, I wanted to talk about
a female written book that
features the important
conversations surrounding
men’s physical and mental
health. While Six of Crows
by Leigh Bardugo is known
for an abundance of
wonderful things, I think it’s
important to examine it from
the perspective of men’s
health. Kaz Brekker, known
for his ruthless ambition,
uses a cane to walk.
This is something that is
emphasised throughout the
duology and in the TV series
adaptation. He is not seen as
weaker or less able because
of this, it is instead a part of
his character, something that
is always included in fanart
and discourse surrounding
Brekker.

a part of their characters.
I know for me, this was the
first time I had seen such
conversations being had
around male characters in
a young adult fantasy novel.
Similarly to Man Down,
hearing the male narration of
the audiobook furthers the
impact of these scenes and
conversations.
I cannot begin to stress
enough the importance of
these topics, I have seen
hundreds of social media
posts detailing the way
Six of Crows has helped
readers feel comfortable
talking about their own
mental health struggles.
It has also highlighted the
underrepresentation of male
characters with physical and
mental health conditions in
literature, especially young
adult fantasy. As a woman,
I can’t begin to understand
the complicated layers of
toxic masculinity and how
this affects men’s health in
society. But as a reader, I can
make more of a conscious
effort to support books that
highlight these issues.
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Highlights in the Charts
Worst Idea Ever by
Jane Fallon
Reviewed by L auren Fardoe
Worst Idea Ever centres
around the friendship
between Georgia and Lydia.
Lydia starts up an online
business as an illustrator
but then begins to struggle
financially and Georgia is
desperate to help however
she can. Knowing that Lydia
wouldn’t accept handouts
or charity even from a longterm best friend, Georgia
masquerades as a stranger
behind a newly created
Twitter account, calling
herself Patricia and offers
her friend the support she
wishes Lydia would have
accepted.

the entire cup (and return
to the present) before the
coffee gets cold.

Patricia and Lydia become
close and Lydia confides in
Patricia, telling her secrets
that Georgia doesn’t even
know as her best friend of
over twenty years, and this
makes her resentful. Georgia
realises Lydia is keeping
many things from her and
concludes that she may not
know Lydia at all. This sours
their friendship and platonic
love turns into revenge and
an unhealthy obsession.

This book brilliantly captures
the urgency we can feel to
return to a moment from
the past, whether to say
something that was left
unspoken or just to see
someone one last time.
Through the characters’
travels and exchanges, an
emphasis is placed on how
difficult it can be to have
these conversations, even
if we feel like we would do
anything to have them.

I felt, however, that the
supposedly forty-fiveyear-old characters were
written to behave more so as
immature twenty-somethings
who fundamentally lack
communication skills
between alleged “best
friends.” Fallon’s use of the
dual narrative technique,
only shifting towards the
latter half of the novel, is
suspenseful yet the overall
concept the book is based on
falls a little flat and becomes
unbelievable at times.

As a heartwarming piece
of fiction, I adored this
book and loved how the
characters’ emotions
were portrayed perfectly,
allowing me to relate to the
characters and their issues
on a personal level.

Before the Coffee Gets
Cold by Toshikazu
Kawaguchi
Reviewed by A rabella Petts
Set in a cosy coffee shop
in a small back alley in
Tokyo, Before the Coffee
Gets Cold is a wonderful
piece of translated fiction
which explores the age-old
question: what would you
change if you could go back
in time?
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This café has been brewing
coffee for over one hundred
years, but their coffee
offers a unique experience,
the chance to travel back
in time. Before the Coffee
Gets Cold introduces us to
four customers all hoping
to make use of the cafe’s
time travelling offer: one
confronting the lover who
left her, one to receive a
letter from the husband who
is starting to forget, one
to see their sister one last
time and one meeting the
daughter they never got the
chance to know.

I do, however, think it may
have been a more enjoyable
read if there had been
more heartbreak and twists
throughout, as I felt like the
book was perhaps too happy
at times, but I loved and
appreciated Kawaguchi’s
idea of giving his characters
a second chance at
the happy endings they
deserved.

We Were Never Here
by Andrea Bartz
Reviewed by Robyn Hewson
Every year, best friends
Emily and Kristen set off
for an annual reunion trip,
exploring beautiful places
off the beaten track. After a
disastrous trip to Colombia
leaves the girls shaken,
they’re determined to put it
behind them and make new
memories with a trip around
Chile. But when tragedy
strikes on their holiday once
again, Emily begins to doubt
if it’s a coincidence. As they
return to normal life, Emily
desperately tries to create
some space between the
two. But every time she
tries to distance herself,
Kristen finds a way to pull
them even closer.
A Reese Witherspoon Book
Club pick, this addictive
thriller explores the intense
relationship between two
best friends and the blurred
line between love and
obsession, asking the reader
to consider how far they
would go to protect those
they love.
Reminiscent of Gothic
novels but with a modern
twist, this unsettling story
is underpinned by a growing

sense of dread as Emily gets
closer to the truth. As she
delves deeper into Kristen’s
childhood, she uncovers
shocking secrets that make
her question everything she
knows about her best friend.
And when Kristen senses
Emily’s suspicion, she fights
back, collecting evidence to
prove Emily is just as much
to blame for the tragic events
as she is.
With a mix of picturesque
locations and deadly twists,
it’s easy to see why the film
adaption of We Were Never
Here has already been
acquired by Netflix. Bartz’s
story of toxic friendship and
fatal obsession will have
you hooked, but it might
make you think twice before
booking your next trip.

However, the time-travelling
journey doesn’t come without
risks. Anyone wishing to take
advantage of the unique
experience must sit in a
certain seat, they cannot
leave the café and most
importantly, they must drink
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Bestseller, Activist, Game Changer:
Bernardine Evaristo
By L eanne Francis , Jia Wen Ho and Shaniah Shields

Bernardine Evaristo is the
first Black woman and the
first Black Briton to win
the Booker Prize for her
groundbreaking novel, Girl,
Woman, Other. She has
published nine books over
her forty-year writing career.
Her latest and first nonfiction book, Manifesto:
On Never Giving Up, tells
of her long journey as a
relatively unknown Black
British author to winning the
2019 Booker Prize.

Books
The longevity of Evaristo’s
career is reflected in the nine
novels she has published
over almost three decades:
2021: Manifesto: On Never
Giving Up
2019: Girl, Woman, Other
2014: Mr Loverman
2010: Hello Mum
2009: Lara
2008: Blonde Roots
2005: Soul Tourists
2001: The Emperor’s Babe
1994: Island of Abraham

Her Motivation for
Writing
Bernardine Evaristo’s writing
is “clearly energised by
her own plural, diasporic
heritage.” As a biracial
woman born to English and
Nigerian parents, her work
raises crucial questions
about the idea of identity and
belonging, conveying her own
lived experience through the
voice of different narrators.
In a 2019 interview with The
Guardian, Evaristo spoke
about what motivates her to
write. Feeling frustrated with
the lack of visibility of Black
British women in literature,
Evaristo felt she “wanted to
put presence into absence,”
using aspects of her own
life as inspiration for new
narratives.
The lack of representation
in literature gave Evaristo
the opportunity to occupy
that space in an original and
experimental way, blending
prose and poetry to create
a form she terms “fusion
fiction.” Her 1997 semiautobiographical novel, Lara,
enabled her to explore more
about her own family history
through the eyes of Lara, the
daughter of an Englishwoman
and Nigerian man. Evaristo
crafts characters that are
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The Success of Girl,
Woman, Other
In its fifty-year history, the
Booker Prize announced
their first Black female
winner, Bernardine
Evaristo. Overnight, Girl,
Woman, Other became an
international bestseller,
staying on the bestseller lists
for more than ten months.
The book has been translated
to thirty-five languages and
Barack Obama has named it
as one of his favourite books
of the year. An on-screen
adaption of Girl, Woman,
Other is highly anticipated
after Potboiler Television
acquired rights to the novel.

London. Though her previous
books did not gain much
mainstream attention,
Evaristo kept writing because
she found it fulfilling and
it sustained her creativity.
The success of Girl, Woman,
Other was hard earned and
deserved. Detailing the
difficult ascension on the
success ladder in Manifesto,
Evaristo speaks of her past
experiences: facing racism,
her difficult relationships,
and her big family of ten, all
contributing to her creative
process in writing characters.
Her success is an inspiration
to many, and her writing a
great contribution to Black
British literature.

Her Activism

complex, full of intrigue, and
often cast aside by society.
Her writing gives characters
the chance to honestly exist,
exactly as they are, informed
by the experiences that
shaped her own life. As she
states in her 2019 interview
with Vanity Fair, her work is
motivated by the assertion
that “we are here and this
is who we are. And who we
are is a myriad of things and
not necessarily what you
expect.”

In addition to her
writing, Evaristo is also a
longstanding activist for
inclusion in the arts and has
initiated many successful
projects to address the
underrepresentation of
people in colour. Evaristo’s
activism is as lengthy as
her literary career, with her
earlier actions including the
the co-founding of Theatre of
Black Women with Patricia
St. Hilarie and Paulette
Randall in 1982.

A talented writer and poet,
a young Evaristo devoted
herself to writing, taking
up freelance work to allow
time to write. She didn’t
receive a proper salary until
she was fifty-one, when she
became Professor of Creative
Writing in Brunel University

Evaristo is the curator of
Black Britain: Writing Back,
a new book series published
by Assistant Editor Hannah
Chukwu at Hamish Hamilton
(PRH) which aims to recover
and republish decades-old
but culturally important
Black British titles that
didn’t get the publicity they

deserved back then. The six
initial titles each include an
introduction from Evaristo.
The publisher has described
the project as a “landmark”
publication, with titles
including Without Prejudice
by Nicola Williams and
Minty Alley by C.L.R. James
returned to print.
In 2012, Evaristo initiated the
Brunel International African
Poetry Prize with the aim of
revitalising African poetry.
It has a £3000 prize, and
the 2021 winner is Othuke
Umukoro. Evaristo also
devised The James Berry
Prize with Nathalie Teitler.
It is open to poets of colour
who are UK residents and is
the first national poetry prize
to offer both mentoring and
publication.
Evaristo established Spread
the Word in 1995, which is
London’s writer development
agency and is currently the
Sky Arts Ambassador for
Literature.

Her extensive activism is
not covered here and more
information can be found on
her website.
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Queer Translation: what is
it and how can it be used?

By K ate Williams and Toby Smollett

What is it?
What is queer translation?
The phrase consists of
two terms that most of us
are likely familiar with, yet
put together they become
much more difficult to
comprehend. Queer
translation does not refer
only to the concept of
translating queer stories
and literature, but instead
it marks a recent field of
analysis which looks at the
interplay of queer theory and
translation studies.
With queer theory often
seeking to look beyond
existing binaries to find
new ground, the field of
translation studies greatly
lends itself to being
‘queered’ with its mass of
accepted binaries: source
text vs. target text, source
language vs. target language,
etc. One of the lessons
that any undergraduate
student of translation will
learn is that there is no
such thing as a perfect

translation. This is usually
understood as a translation
that results in a text with
the exact same meaning
as the source text – an
invisible translation, as put
by B. J. Epstein and Robert
Gillett in the collection of
essays they edited. Queering
translation can not only
help us to understand that
the relationship between
target and source text is an
approximation rather than
an equivalence; it can also
help us view the source text
as something less fixed than
it appears. The source text
is itself created via a sort
of translation of various
concepts and contexts, and
so a translation requires the
consideration and inclusion
of all these parts.

How is it Applied?
Having said that, queer
translation does not only
refer to the translation of
queer stories, such attempts
can benefit from an approach
of queer translation. In the
book Queering Translation,
Translating the Queer,
Marc Démont separates the
translation of queer stories
into three subcategories.
The first is a misrecognising
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approach, which effaces
the presence of queer
sexuality in the source text.
The second is a minoritizing
approach, which ignores the
complex layers of a book
in order to reduce it to a
less interesting, more onedimensional text on queer
sexuality. The censorship
of queerness in these two
approaches to translated
fiction suggests either
that publishers are trying
to “protect” readers from
“inappropriate” language and
themes in the source text, or
that translators simply are
not recognizing the complex
layers of queer references in
the works they are translating
(very few queer translations
are by queer translators).
B.J. Epstein cites two
examples, both translations
from English to Swedish
of young adult queer
fiction which include this
“censoring” of queer
identities by softening or
changing references to sex
and sexuality. In Katarina
Kuick’s translation of Aidan
Chambers’ Dance on my
Grave, subtle references
to queerness are changed,
for example “effete”
becomes “decadent,”

“hello-sailor clothes”
becomes “sailor clothes”
and “lazy bugger” becomes
“lazy devil.” Similarly,
polyamory, an important
aspect of the character’s
sexuality, is censored in Moa
Andersdotter’s translation of
Julie Burchill’s Sugar Rush,
when she is caught having
sex with one boy rather than
four as in the original.
The third category proposed
by Démont, however, is a
queer translation which
incorporates all of the queer
layers of a story, including
those which have perhaps
been ignored beforehand by
other translators, in order to
maintain what he calls “the
web of virtual connotative
associations”. This new

approach to translation
not only offers us a tool to
translate contemporary
queer stories, but also
provides us with novel
readings of literary classics
from across the ages as it
becomes adopted by more
and more translators. One
such example as described
by Holly Ranger, is Ali
Smith’s 2007 novel, Girl
Meets Boy, which Ranger
cites as a queer translation
of Iphis’ story from Ovid’s
Metamorphoses. According
to the Classical tale, Iphis is
born female but raised male,
and is eventually turned into
a man by the Gods when
he falls in love with Lanthe,
allowing them to marry and
have children. In Ali Smith’s
interpretation, Iphis becomes
Robin, a genderqueer
activist, who falls in love with
Anthea (representing Ianthe).
Using a translation technique
known as hijacking, originally
developed for feminist
translation by Louise von
Flotow, Ali Smith’s voice
as a translator/rewriter
strongly intervenes in the
work, allowing her to critique
elements of the source text
and to draw the reader’s
attention to queer identities
hidden within it. For
example, Smith’s version tells
the story through Ianthe’s
perspective, a character
who remains silent for most
of the Ovidian tale. By
subverting Iphis’ patriarchal

male gaze and focusing
on a female perspective,
Ali Smith creates room to
discuss Iphis’ androgyny
and question Ianthe’s own
sexuality; “Maybe… Ianthe
wants a girl … Clearly Iphis is
exactly the kind of boy - girl
or girl - boy she loves.”

Why is it Important?
So, queer translation theory
helps us understand the
role of the translator and
raises questions on how
queerness is represented
in translation. It can both
help us find inconsistencies
in the representation of
queer identities in translated
fiction, as well as shine a
light on hidden elements of
queerness in literature.
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Representation in Children’s
Literature: The CLPE ‘Reflecting
Realities’ Report
By L aura Jones , A imee Haldron
and Michaela O’Callaghan
In 2018, funded by the
Arts Council, the very first
CLPE ‘Reflecting Realities’
report was released. Its aim
was to capture an image of
the children’s publishing
landscape in terms of
representation and diversity.
It sought to measure and
record the inclusion of Black,
Ethnic Minority and Asian
characters appearing in the
nearly 10,000 children’s
books published during the
previous year (2017). Four
years later, and with the
release of the most recent
report, we take a look at how
the children’s publishing
landscape has changed,
the improvements that have
been made and the factors
which still need addressing.
In 2017, just over 9000
children’s books were
published, comprising
fiction, non-fiction and
picture books. Of these,
just 4% featured characters
from the BAME community.
In contrast, due to the
pandemic and subsequent
lockdowns, there were only
5875 books published in
2020. Of these, 875 books

had clear representation
of Black, Ethnic Minority
and Asian characters within
them, meaning a rise of
11% since the initial data
collected in 2017. This
upward trend is certainly
positive, but is it just the
number of books that
matters or is there more to
be unpicked?
Additionally, despite there
being some representation
and diversity in the children’s
publishing market in 2017, it
simply didn’t go far enough,
offering a very limited view of
the BAME community.

Whilst “only one book
featuring a Black,
Asian or Minority
Ethnic character [was]
defined as ‘comedy’
[...] 10% of books
with Black, Asian
or Minority Ethnic
characters contained
‘social justice’
issues.”
Thankfully, this is also a
changing feature in the
report, and an upward trend
towards comedy featuring
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BAME characters has been
noted. Some notable titles
include Konnie Huq’s Cookie
and the Most Annoying Boy
in the World as well as Kevin
Tsang’s Sam Wu series.
There has also been an
upward trend in mystery
adventure books, with the
likes of Patience Agbabi’s
Leap Cycle series and
Serena Patel’s Anisha
Detective series. What is
most encouraging about
this increase is the amount
of series, as opposed to
standalone books, being
published. This shows
a long-term investment
by publishing houses to
continue publishing such
genres and characters.
But this long-term
investment isn’t limited to
the authors’ creation of
genre and character, as more
publishers seek to make the
full publishing process more
inclusive and reflective of
our diverse community. One
such publisher is Dinosaur
Books, a small independent
publisher founded by Sonya
McGilchrist. Dinosaur
Books’s mission is to

“offer young readers
a range of characters
and locations that go
beyond those that are
usually represented
in children’s books
[...] through our
character’s class
or race, or through
the locations of our
stories.”
Dinosaur Books seek
to reflect diversity and
inclusivity across the whole
publishing process by using
illustrators from a range of
backgrounds, too.
The report has highlighted
some key differences
between fiction, non-fiction
and picture books. Picture
books contain the highest
representation, but the
quality of this representation
can often be questioned. We
would be excited to see more
non-fiction titles that push
beyond biography (as much
as this can be an inspiring
form) to consider broader
movements and histories, as
the report notes that this is
seen to be lacking.
Earlier this year, it was
announced that BookTrust
had teamed up with inclusive
publisher Knights Of and
the CLPE to produce an
anthology of stories from
Black British authors and
illustrators, including names
such as Patrice Lawrence,
Dean Atta, and Yomi Sode.
The anthology was published

in August, and it was also
announced that BookTrust
would be sending a free
copy to every primary school
in England, along with free
resources in partnership with
CLPE. By collaborating and
releasing this anthology, they
hope to

“redress the
imbalance and ensure
that children see
themselves reflected
in the books and
authors they read.”
Looking back over the
past year, it is clear how
successful children’s
titles that feature multidimensional ethnic minority
characters can be. There
are a lot of new upcoming
titles from publishers
such as Owlet Press and
Lantana Publishing that we

are sure will continue the
positive trend of increased
representation found within
the ‘Reflecting Realities’
report. However, more must
always be done, and we
need to consider how as an
industry we champion these
titles to ensure that books
which reflect reality become
the norm and not a tickboxing exercise.
CLPE’s next move is to
uncover how, with the right
support and tools, schools
can incorporate diverse titles
into their daily lives, and
how this impacts the pupils.
With funding from the Paul
Hamlyn Foundation, CLPE
will work with ten schools
and track the learning
journeys of 300 pupils over
three years.
The end of the report
features several links to
resources that we encourage
you to look at. CLPE
highlights some booksellers
that champion a range of
diverse and inclusive books,
alongside organisations and
further reports.
You can read the report in
full here.
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Frank Herbert’s Dune Book Cover
Progression
By Maisie Jane Garvin, Beccy
Fish, Juliette Tulloch and
Giulia Caparrelli
Unless you have been
living under a rock, you
would know that the movie
adaptation of Dune starring
Timothée Chalamet, Zendaya
and Rebecca Ferguson
came out in October. Dune
is the first instalment in a
high fiction, science fantasy
series written by Frank
Herbert. The novels are set
in the distant future, amidst
a feudal interstellar society.
Published first in 1965,
the book series has been
around for decades and it is
no wonder that it has seen
a vast array of covers. In
this issue, we have decided
to talk about some of our
favourites across the years,
to get all of us involved with
the movie hype.

This stunning front cover of
the deluxe, hardback edition
of Dune was published

by Penguin in 2019. The
man behind the cover art,
illustrated endpapers and
dust jacket of this edition
is Matt Griffin, an awardwinning illustrator, animator
and author from Ireland.
Describing the work for
Dune as a “bucket list job”,
it is clear that Griffin worked
hard to create an image
that correctly represents
the narrative, with both the
desert and galaxy aspects of
the story incorporated into
the cover.

For the 50 th anniversary
edition, Francis O’Connell
created one of the more
minimalistic covers, with the
silhouette of the sandworm
creating the cave illusion,
opening onto the sandy
plains. The nude tones
match the barren sands
of the planet with the soft
browns of the other planets
in the distance. The serif
typography is common
amongst the sci-fi genre,
making it easily identifiable
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that are pushing for less is
more in tandem with bold
colours.

within the category. Because
the book was adapted for
film, the title is prominent
to be easily recognised by
movie fans. The movie’s
success unfortunately
makes Herbert’s name more
irrelevant now, which is why
his name typography is
so small.

No doubt to mark the release
of the new film adaptation,
a stunning new gift edition
was released in September
2021 from Orion by SF
Masterworks. Complete with
detailed sprayed edges,
gold foiling, a bold choice of
purple and a quote from Paul
Atreides that adorns the back
cover, this special edition
leaves nothing out. Inside,
the endpapers are illustrated
with the classic depictions
of the infamous sandworms
and the orange tones of the
sand dunes. The simple yet
striking line work echoes the
current book cover trends

The current United States
paperback editions of
Hebert’s series, published
by Penguin imprint, Ace,
in 2019, features striking
orange tones and an unusual
vertical title placement. Gone
are the days of photographs
and detailed faces, as now
there are abstract shapes
and block colours – similar
to commercial fiction in the
current charts, such as The
Book of Two Ways and The
Mountain Sings. Jim Tierney
is the designer and illustrator
of this new edition for the
series, which focuses on the
dunes of the planet Arrakis
and its important production
of spice, unlike some of the
earlier cover designs.
For one of the earliest covers,
John Schoenherr took on
the challenge to attract
the first wave of readers
in 1965, winning the Hugo
Award for Best Professional
Artist. Here the dusty,
tanned colours are heavily
established to construct the
world within the book. The
display of the sandworm

same time, the intricate,
decorative frame that
encloses the scene also
echoes a more traditional
design that reminds of old
fairy tale books. This very
resemblance to an older
tradition seems to be making
an explicit statement,
granting Dune the renowned
status of a classic.

is a powerful element to
indicate the theme of the
novel and intrigue those
into understanding the
creature. Being one of the
older covers, the typography
is not as striking compared
to covers produced in later
editions. Interestingly, Frank
Herbert’s name is the most
imposing piece of text,
whereas the title is tucked
away in the corner.

This special leather
hardcover edition was
published by Barnes &
Noble in 2013. The style is
minimalistic in the way the
iconic dunes and planets
are portrayed in twocolour illustrations. At the

In 2016 Penguin Classics
commissioned the design of
its new sci-fi/fantasy series
“Penguin Galaxy” to artist
Alex Trochut. The design is
bare, highly typographical,
seemingly inspired by
the industrial design of
the Bauhaus school. The
colour palette used evokes
the sandy colours of the
story’s setting, whereas
the concentric lines of the
letters somehow recall the
idea of different planets
intersecting. The title of the
book becomes the design
itself, reaching maximum
abstraction on the back
cover: the letter “D” is
rotated by 90 degrees to
create the word “Dune.”
Which one is your favourite?
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Spotlight on Thomas Hardy
By Megan Powell , Hannah Spruce and Michael Calder

Born on 2 June 1840, in
Dorset, England, Thomas
Hardy was a renowned
novelist and poet during the
Victorian era. He published
an extensive spectrum of
work within both literary
mediums, but primarily
gained traction as a novelist
during his lifetime with
particular note placed upon
his scathing commentary of
Victorian society. Hardy was
particularly struck by the
decline of rural communities,
as many contemporaries
postulated the benefits of
industrialisation, capitalism
and the urban lifestyle.

Hardy was twice nominated
for the Nobel Prize for
Literature and was made a
member of the Order of Merit
in 1910. However, his first
attempt at publication was
disastrous, failing to ever find
a publisher. The manuscript
was destroyed and never
revisited, but Hardy claimed
that semblances of the work
could be found within his
consequential publications,
such as Tess of the
d’Urbervilles (1891).

Thomas Hardy spent
his youth amongst rural
communities, as his father
was a stonemason and
builder within Dorset.
After receiving several
years of tuition from his
mother, Thomas began
formal education and
showed academic potential,
becoming an architectural
apprentice at sixteen.
Eventually, Thomas moved
to London, as the Victorian
era expected young men
would, and gained status
as an architect, but never
felt comfortable amongst
the city’s high walls and
buildings. Some short
years later, the countryman
abandoned urban lifestyles,
escaping to his home and
dedicating himself to writing.

Originally published in a
serialised format, Tess of the
d’Urbervilles trod uncertain
ground upon publication,
despite later success. As a
novel which challenged the
norms of Victorian society,
particularly the sexual
promiscuity and predatory
nature of the patriarchy,
Tess of the d’Urbervilles
was controversial, if not
revolutionary. However, as
Thomas Hardy’s fictional
triumph, Tess of the
d’Urbervilles has cemented
its position amongst
Victorian literature’s most
distinguished novels.

Tess of the
d’Urbervilles

Set within the fictitious area
of Wessex, Hardy’s novel
focalises the deteriorating
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circumstances of his
protagonist, Tess. The novel
opens with an undeniable
tone of tragedy, as Tess,
the daughter of a drunk and
peasant stock, costs her
family their minimal income
and inadvertently causes
the death of their only horse.
Wracked with guilt, Tess
attempts to make amends,
accepting the position of
poultry keeper upon an
estate. However, tragedy
pursues Tess ruthlessly,
and making amends can be
difficult when a bleak figure
stands between you and
happiness.

Far From The Madding
Crowd

Far From the Madding Crowd
(1874) was the first novel
written by Hardy which
fuelled his great literary
success. It was his fourth
published novel, which
featured in the Cornhill
Magazine anonymously. After
receiving great positivity,
Hardy revised the novel and
produced what many readers
today are familiar with.
The novel features themes of
love and betrayal, familiarly
set in Wessex. This rural
countryside allows the novel
to have a natural, honest
setting, presenting the truth
and reality of a farming
community. Following
Bathsheba Everdene, Hardy
conveys her relationships
with not just the environment
but also members of the
community, including her
neighbour, a shepherd and
a soldier.

Selected Poetry
‘Neutral Tones:’
Hardy’s poem, ‘Neutral
Tones’, is a melancholic
reflection of an ending
relationship. Hardy uses
the imagery of the seasons
changing into winter to
emphasise the decay of the
love once shared by the
couple. Despite the theme
of loss and heartbreak, the
tone of the poem, as stated
in the title, is ‘neutral’ as
Hardy reflects on a realistic
breakdown of a relationship
without exaggerated
emotion.

‘The Voice:’

There is an absence of colour
and vibrancy within the poem
to represent the stagnation
of the relationship, with the
winter setting emphasising
how it has reached its natural
conclusion. The partner’s
smile becomes the “deadest
thing” and “bitter” to
emphasize how the person’s
perception has become
warped and pessimistic.
The persona is drained and
altered from this experience,
but despite the bitterness
there is a clarity gained from
the circumstances. Hardy
masterfully intertwines
descriptions of nature with
the emotions felt by the
persona, whilst emphasising
the couple’s insignificance
within the vast landscape.

‘The Voice’ is a nostalgic
and mournful poem, written
following the death of
Hardy’s estranged wife,
Emma. There is an eerie
tone to the poem as the
persona seems haunted by
the memory and presence
of their former lover. The
poem reflects on the passage
of time and the differences
between the expectations
and reality of life. The
persona is envisaging a
version of their lover who
they had lost long before
their death and the poem
serves as an attempt a
reconciliation which is
too late. The frequent
questioning highlights
the estrangement and
uncertainty of the persona,
as they attempt to recall and
reclaim this former important
figure in their lives.
The absence of the physical
self and instead the lover’s
‘voice’ offers a realistic
portrayal of grief, as the
persona attempts to
construct a version of them
with their faded memories.
Ultimately, Hardy portrays
a melancholic depiction
of loss by emphasising the
lasting impact of people
within our lives even after
we lose touch.
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Interview with Izzi Thomas-Horton
on World + 3
By K ayley Stanbridge

Tell us about yourself
and what you have
been working on?
I’m a twenty-three year
old English Literature
masters student at Glasgow
University. I have recently
written a chapter on climate
migration for a book on
climate adaptation which
was published on 25 October
this year. Over the past year
I have also been putting
together an academic
journal/student zine. The goal
was to fuse academic subject
matter and referencing
with an accessible tone and
art style. We asked all our
contributors to write using
language that was accessible
to everyone.

World + 3 asks its
contributors and readers
to imagine a world which is
three degrees warmer, one
which situation scientists
are increasingly afraid will
become reality. Rather than
focusing on fear however,
the journal looks at the
adaptations we need to
make. We hope to highlight
the importance of beginning
to put them in place before
the world is beyond repair.
Thanks to the 2050 Climate
Group, we will be able to
print off some copies and
digital access cards to
display at grassroots events
surrounding the COP26
(Conference of the Parties
2021). We will also be
running an interactive exhibit
at the COP26 Youth Hub and
at the Sustainable Solutions
Showcase at Hunter Halls,
as well as online. The exhibit
will encourage participants
to think about their fears for
a warmer planet and then
imagine or share a solution
to this problem, or any
climate problem which
gives them hope.
Finally, as part of my role
in communications at
the Glasgow University
Environmental Sustainability
Team, I’m helping run
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Student Journalism at COP.
This will be a place for young
people across the world to
write about the COP26.

What inspired you to
start these projects?
I originally began working on
Climate Adaption: Accounts
of Resilience, Self-sufficiency
and Climate Change as
a researcher. In 2019 I
was part of a seminar on
migration and refugees held
at the Johannes Gutenberg
University in Mainz,
Germany. The thing that
really stuck with me was how
poorly the global systems in
place deal with permanent
refugees, those who will
never be able to return home.
Over time, my personal
interest in this problem
merged with my volunteer
work on Climate Adaptation.
The result is my chapter
on climate migration. Now
interspersed with work by
Professor Patrick Nunn, my
work will be published. I’m
over the moon!

The World + 3 came about
from a frustration with how
scientific breakthroughs and
discussions are cut off from
the general public. World +
3 tackles perhaps the most
important issue of the day,
in language anyone can
understand. We still required
references and we still had
the work peer reviewed,
but the resulting work was
accessible. Particularly when
we’re discussing something
like climate change and
climate adaptation which
will impact every person,
it’s vital that the science is
communicated to the public.

Have you faced many
challenges during this
process and how have
you overcome them?
Imposter syndrome! With
all of these projects, I have
struggled with feeling like I
don’t have the right or the
expertise to be involved.
Both World + 3 and Climate
Adaptation have been in the
works for around two years.
I hadn’t even graduated
when I started! The only way
to really deal with imposter
syndrome, at least for me,
was to concentrate on the
“why?” I might not be the
best person to write about
climate migration, but noone else is doing it. I’m
definitely not the best person
to run a journal on climate
adaptation, but it deserves
to be made and it won’t if I
don’t take the lead.

What goals do you
have for World + 3?
My big hope is that World +
3 does get seen by people
at the COP. I would say
there are two key groups
I’d love to reach. The first
is the change-makers, who
I’ve written a short letter to
at the start of the journal.
I want them to understand
the importance of climate
adaptation and what it means
to the young people who
have poured hours of their
lives for free into creating
this journal. The second
group is the public. I really
want people to understand
what climate adaptation is
and why we need to pressure
governments to implement
systematic change now.
The World + 3 interactive
collage art has a similar
goal. Too often, the climate
discussion is based around
sacrifices; I want to show
people that adaptation isn’t
synonymous with sacrifice.
I’d love for people to see the
changes we know we’ll have
to make in a positive light.

All of us on the Student
Journalism COP team
would like to see as much
engagement as possible.

Do you want to work
in the publishing
industry? What would
your ideal role be?
My ideal role would be
somewhere where I can
continue to support
democratising academic
research and campaigning
for climate change initiatives.
Increasingly, however, I’ve
become more interested in
working in communications
for either the government
or a non-profit. I’d like to
be the person making sure
that key information gets
out to the public. There are
many overlaps between
public communications and
publishing in terms of skillbase, so it wouldn’t surprise
me if I were able to work in
both at different points in
my life.
You can follow Isobel on
Instagram, or visit her
portfolio here.
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Job Opportunities
By L eah Bird, Jennifer Hill and
A imee Whittle

Next Editors
Programme, Penguin
Random House
Closing Date: 24 November,
5pm
Salary: £32,000
Location: London (some
remote work available)
Penguin Random House has
opened up a new 18-monthlong programme for those
who are career changing
and come from a BAME
background!
This is an opportunity to
acquire the tools you need
to become a Commissioning
Editor. You will have your own
bespoke training plan and
receive mentoring along the
way as well as an opportunity
to attend events.
For more information,
click here.

International Sales
Support, Hodder
Education
Closing Date: 25 November
Salary: £24,000
Location: London

Hodder Education is looking
for someone to join its
International Sales team!
You will be reporting to the
International Sales Manager
and joining a dynamic
team of international
sales professionals. The
successful candidate will
be responsible for providing
customer support to
teachers, booksellers and
agents around the world.
You will also liaise with
sales, editorial, production,
marketing and distribution
as well as advise schools,
booksellers and agents about
their product range.
The ideal candidate will
have excellent written and
verbal communication and
be able to offer excellent
customer support. You will
be self-motivated, highly
organised and able to work
both independently and as
part of a team. You will also
need an ability to manage a
busy workload and display
confidence in learning
various IT systems.
Apply here.

Children’s Marketing
Executive or Children’s
Marketing Manager,
Faber & Faber
Closing Date: 28 November

Translation Rights
Assistant, A.M. Health
Literary Agency
Closing Date: 30 November

Location: London
Faber are looking for
a Children’s Marketing
Executive or Children’s
Marketing Manager to join
their team!
You will be responsible for
all marketing on the Faber
Children’s list, including
planning and implementing
all marketing campaigns,
and working closely with the
Children’s publicist. You will
also get to build relationships
with authors, illustrators and
agents, attend campaign
meetings and pitch
meetings, project manage
the Children’s catalogue and
much more.
The ideal candidate will be
a confident and creative
marketer, with the ability
to brief beautiful artwork
and stand out copy, a
brilliant understanding of
the Children’s market and
how to get retailers excited
about their books. You must
also be willing to put digital
marketing at the heart of
your campaigns.
To apply, click here.

Salary: £25,000

Editorial Assistant/
Assistant Editor,
Summersdale
Closing Date: 26 November
Salary: £21,500- £24,500
Location: Chichester
Summersdale are looking
for an Editorial Assistant or
Assistant Editor to join their
team!
Reporting to the Publishing
Director, you will be project
managing allocated titles as
well as actively contributing
to ideas generation,
creative direction and IP
development. You will also
regularly liaise with contacts
within the company, as well
as external parties such
as authors, agents and the
media.
The ideal candidate will
be highly organised, have
a strong eye for design
and creative flair and be
flexible to the ever-changing
demands of the fast-paced
business. You will also need
commercial awareness and
self-motivation.

Internships/
Apprenticeships
Graduate Publishing
Assistant, Liverpool
University Press
Closing Date: 27 November

Location: London
A.M. Heath are looking
for an enthusiastic, highly
motivated and organised
Translation Rights Assistant
to join their team!
You will be providing general
rights support, which
includes liaising with agents,
authors and publishers about
covers, author photos and
reviews, as well as ordering
and sending out production
and foreign author copies
of books. You will also
be dealing with book fair
preparation, arranging any
international trips, contracts,
accounts and systems.
The ideal candidate will
have a sharp eye for detail
and will be confident in
managing a high volume of
work, as well as being a team
player with good recordkeeping and confidence
in establishing and
implementing new systems.
A working knowledge of
Microsoft Office, and Excel in
particular, is also desirable.
For more information and to
apply, click here.

Salary: National Minimum
Wage
Location: Liverpool
This vacancy arises as part of
the government’s Kickstart
Scheme which enables those
aged 16-24 years who are in
receipt of Universal Credit to
apply for a 6 month, 25 hours
a week paid internship.
As a Graduate Publishing
Assistant, you will support
LUP’s journals team with
marketing activity and their
books team with market
research, as well as take up
plenty of other opportunities
to develop a breadth of
knowledge and experience
for a successful publishing
career.
You will need to be capable
of working from home when
required, enthusiastic,
organised and digitallyliterate in Microsoft Office
Suite.
For more information and to
apply, click here.

Apply here.

Salary: £28,000 - £35,000
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FutureBook 2021 - Small Presses,
Small Environmental Impact?
By Millie K iel and Mara R adut

In light of COP26, everyone
is making promises – big
and small companies alike –
and the publishing industry
isn’t staying quiet on that
front either. Rethinking
everything is key when every
little impact on the climate
is increasingly making a
dent. Books, as generally
the most reliable sources of
information out there, are
soley dependent upon the
publishing industry. The
industry chooses what kind
of information should be
spread and how it is spread.

and more culturally
impactful?” What solutions
have been working thus far
and which ones haven’t been
as effective?
This year will be the first
to see the FutureBook
Sustainability Award, an
offshoot of The Bookseller’s
Climate Issue (released
on 15 October 2021)
which monitors and aims
to recognise the progress
of the industry on the
environmental impact caused
by the book business.

The Bookseller hosted
its annual FutureBook
conference on 19 November,
its main focus for 2021
being “rebuilding the book
trade” after COVID-19,
which requires raising a lot
of questions. For example,
what should the reinvention
of the book trade look like
after the pandemic? How can
publishing become “more
diverse, more sustainable

In looking for publishers to
nominate for the award, the
team from The Bookseller
were encouraged by what
they saw. Molly Flatt, one
of the magazine’s editors
and authors, said: “Our
new Sustainability award
unearthed encouraging
evidence that publishing
really is taking action to
tackle its climate impact.”
It is hoped the award will
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encourage even more
publishers to take even more
action, with Flatt going on to
say that “this is one category
where copycats are only to
be encouraged.”

What Does
Sustainability Look
Like for Independent
Publishers?
While they may not have the
clout of the Big Five or other
large publishing groups, what
is clear from the shortlist for
this inaugural award is that
independent publishers pack
a punch when it comes to
sustainability in publishing.
Of the six publishers on
the shortlist, four are
independent businesses.

With ideas ranging from
using paper made from
sustainable sources to
researching printers that
offer carbon offsetting, the
members of the IPG offer
innovative solutions and
blueprints for all publishers
who are looking to make
a change.
The IPG has also launched a
Sustainability Action Group,
a forum where publishers
across the industry can
gather to discuss the
environmental impact of the
industry and steps that can
be taken to reduce it. The
group hosts events, creates
and shares action points,
and generates resources
to support publishers to
operate in a way that is
friendlier for our planet. They
have recently announced
The Book Journey Project,
led by a cross-industry
taskforce and delivered by
experts at The Book Chain
Project. The IPG’s project
will map the journey of six
books from the point of
ordering to their delivery to
readers, each modelled on
different scenarios. Along
the way they will measure

and record greenhouse gas
emissions and areas of waste
or inefficiency. As “one of the
most significant sustainable
research projects ever
undertaken by the publishing
industry” this initiative will
provide clear evidence on
the environmental impact of
the publishing supply chain.
It will shine a light on areas
where change needs to be
made, and in what way.
KoganPage is the second
indie to feature on the
Sustainability award
shortlist. A leading global
publisher of books and
content on business, the
publisher is a champion
for operating a sustainable
publishing model. For one,
they are a certified carbon
neutral business, meeting
the standards in terms of
measuring, calculating,
and offsetting all of their
organisational carbon
emissions within the Scope
1, 2, and 3 GHG emissions
boundary. KoganPage also
work within wider publishing
circles to champion
sustainable practices in
the industry as a whole,
participating in initiatives

including the Publishers
Association Sustainability
Taskforce, the Green
Book Alliance and the IPG
Sustainability Action Group.
These are only two of the
many wonderful indie
presses currently striving
to make their processes as
environmentally friendly
as they can. By its very
nature, the smaller scale
of independent publishing
tends to mean more efficient
and scaled-down practices.
Supply chains tend to be kept
more local, and distribution
will often be less global.
Whether they’re independent
or not, though, we’re always
thrilled to see publishers
taking steps to make their
processes more sustainable.
We’d like to congratulate
the IPG as the first winner of
FutureBook’s Sustainability
Award!
Nevertheless, with
independent presses
outnumbering the big players
in the shortlist, perhaps
larger publishing houses
have a lot to learn.

The Independent Publishers
Guild (IPG) is one of the
independent nominees for
the FutureBook Sustainability
Award 2021. The IPG is
committed to keeping itself
as sustainable as possible.
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Campaign Spotlight: The Lyrics:
1956 to the Present
By Caitlin Davies , Danielle Hernandez and Georgia Rees
For some the most intimate
window into their soul would
be reading their diary, for
a songwriter there can be
nothing more personal than
studying their lyrics.
After years of declining to
write an autobiography,
music industry legend
Paul McCartney
is releasing a
two-volume book
featuring the lyrics
of 154 songs.
Accompanied
by photographs,
artefacts and
some personal
commentary, the
book promises to
take the reader on
a journey through
some of his most
famous lyrics, as well
as the inspiration
behind them, the
circumstances under
which they were
written and what they
have come to mean
to the songwriter
himself over the years.
A unique visual record
of one of the most iconic
songwriting careers in
history, filled with never
before seen material from
McCartney’s personal

archives. You can be
forgiven for thinking this
one could simply sell itself.
Nonetheless, something of a
genius in content marketing
already, McCartney has
ensured that the marketing
for this book has not been
overlooked. Ever since his
Beatles days McCartney

curated playlist for his third
solo album McCartney III
posted to Spotify at exactly
3:33 p.m. BST – talk about
attention to detail!
This time McCartney is using
his social media accounts to
promote his new book The
Lyrics: 1956 to the Present
by posting teaser
trailers, excerpts
from interviews
and promoting
some of the other
outstanding events
featuring in his
campaign.

Events

has gone above and beyond
to make a big splash while
promoting his work, from the
rooftop concert in support
of the album Let It Be, to
the #TriviaTuesday feature
on his Instagram stories,
right down to the specially
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This campaign has all
bases covered, with
a range of exciting
events to appeal to
both bibliophiles
and Beatlemaniacs
alike. Commencing
days after the book’s
publication, these
events added to the
existing excitement
generated by this powerful
campaign. On 5 November
2021, an evening celebrating
the new publication was held
at the Southbank Centre, one
of London’s major cultural
hubs. In conversation
with Paul Muldoon and

Samira Ahmed, this was
Paul McCartney’s first live
event in two years. This
world-exclusive event was
in partnership with Penguin
Live, and attracted fans from
across the globe, as well
as famous faces including
Stephen Fry and Caitlin
Moran. This event was also
accessible via livestream
until 12 November. For
those streaming “The
Lyrics: Paul McCartney in
Conversation”, a discounted
copy of the book was
available as a ticket add-on,
as well as an opportunity
to be entered into a prize
draw to win a signed copy.
As hybrid promotional
events are becoming more
commonplace, this event
remained inclusive for both
attendees in the Royal
Festival Hall and at home.
The British Library is also
hosting an intriguing ongoing
event, which also opened
on 5 November, running
until 13 March 2022.
In connection with Paul
McCartney: The Lyrics, the
library has a free exhibition
showcasing unseen content
and displaying lyrics from
the legendary musician.
Accompanying the book,
the exhibition has curated
a range of handwritten
lyrics, photographs and
memorabilia, in the spirit
of a “kaleidoscopic rather
than chronological account”
which The Lyrics promises
its readers. Alongside this
exhibition at the Entrance
Hall, the British Library also

displays The Beatles’ lyrics
permanently in “Treasures
of the British Library” in
the Sir John Ritblat Gallery.
Whilst adding to the buzz
surrounding The Lyrics,
the library is also using this
exhibition as an opportunity
to emphasise its large
popular music collection, one
of the largest in the world.

to The Lyrics, offering a
much-anticipated insight
into McCartney’s life through
the prism of some of his
most famous songs. Readers
of The Lyrics are offered
a unique multi-sensory
experience immersing them
within the personal thoughts
and memories of one of pop’s
most celebrated artists.

The marketing campaign
for The Lyrics has expertly
utilised the rich history of
McCartney’s time in The
Beatles. On 1 November, the
Waterstones in Liverpool,
the home of The Beatles,
transformed the store into an
imitation of The Cavern Club
– the infamous Liverpool
club where the band were
first discovered. The event,
complete with quiz, prize
draw and performance by
tribute band The Bootleg
Beatles, ensured that The
Lyrics had a launch night to
remember.

McCartney has also made
numerous appearances to
promote the book, including
an interview on the new BBC
podcast, “This Cultural Life.”
Released on 23 October,
the episode discussed
McCartney’s inspirations
and influences, providing
a delicious teaser for those
Beatlemaniacs eagerly
anticipating the release of
The Lyrics.

Podcasts
Paul McCartney doesn’t
stop there. In addition to
the fabulous British Library
exhibition and multiple
events and interviews,
McCartney has collaborated
with BBC Radio 4 to record
“Paul McCartney: Inside The
Songs,” a podcast series
diving into the inspirations
and stories behind ten of
McCartney’s classic songs.
Having said that he will never
write an autobiography,
the podcast provides a
powerful accompaniment

A name as recognisable
as Sir Paul McCartney
hardly needs an elaborate
marketing campaign,
but the impressive and
content-heavy marketing
accompanying The Lyrics
means you’d be hard pressed
not to covet a copy.
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The Booker Prize Winner 2021:
Damon Galgut’s The Promise
By Caitlin Evans , Hannah Davenport and Thomas Caldow

deliver a winner’s
speech after his third
nomination for the
award. Galgut gladly
received the 2021
Booker Prize Award,
along with £50,000,
for his novel The
Promise.

On November 3,
the Booker Prize
Foundation held their
awards ceremony for
the 2021 competition.
Although the audience
in attendance
was small due to
COVID-19 regulations,
the ceremony was
broadcast live by
the BBC, meaning
it reached a global
audience of millions.
Each shortlisted
author sat eagerly
at the BBC Radio
Theatre, but it was
Damon Galgut who
was finally welcomed
to the stage to

The board of judges who
made the final decision, and
also attended the ceremony,
consisted of Horatia Harrod,
Natascha McElhone, Dr
Rowan Williams and Chigozie
Obioma. The board was
chaired by Maya Jasanoff,
who made the winning
announcement. During her
announcement, Jasanoff
shed light on the judge’s
thoughts, saying, “We arrived
at a decision after a lot of
discussion, and arrived
at a consensus around a
book that is a real master of
form and pushes the form
in new ways, that has an
incredible originality and
fluidity of voice, and a book
that’s really dense with
historical and metaphorical
significance.”
The Promise traces the
history of the wealthy, white
Swarts family across four
successive decades as they
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come to terms with the
reality of post-apartheid
South Africa.
Taking as its focus four
separate funerals, Galgut
examines the family’s
deterioration as they fail to
deliver on the novel’s titular
promise. The responsibility
of the promise – to give
their black housekeeper
ownership of her own house
on their lands – is taken
on and then denied by each
of the family members in
turn over the intervening
decades, as the family’s
bigotry ferments under
the heat of the South
African sun.
With a bold approach to
form, which has been
compared variously to James
Joyce, Virginia Woolf and
William Faulkner, Galgut
shapes our understanding
of the Swarts in shocking,
unsettling and truly heartbreaking style. The Promise
is a work as strong in
execution as it is in its
message, making it a
more than worthy Booker
Prize winner.

way both authors examine
the of the moral rot inherent
to white, post-apartheid
Afrikans and Antebellum
societies. The Promise is
able to illuminate the scars
that still exist within spaces
affected by these traumatic
histories and remind us
how attached our own lives
are to these stories. With
the last white president
of the Apartheid era, FW
de Klerk, having died only
this month, it is clear how
important these stories are in
understanding the crimes of
the past and coming to terms
with the present.
Damien Galgut was born
in 1963 in South Africa.
He grew up in Pretoria
and studied drama at the
University of Cape Town.

A keen writer from a young
age, Galgut had completed
two novels by the time he left
high school. Galgut’s first
piece of writing to win a prize
was The Beautiful Screaming
of Pigs (1991), which won
the Central News Agency
Literary Award in 1992. Prior
to winning the Booker Prize
this year, Galgut has been
shortlisted twice before.
The Good Doctor (2003)
was shortlisted in 2003
and follows the story of two
people in a remote hospital in
post-apartheid South Africa.
Galgut was shortlisted for
the prize again in 2010 with
In a Strange Room (2010).
When interviewed by The
Guardian about his 2021 win,
Galgut said “I’m not used to
winning – that’s kind of what
I’m programmed for, and
what I’m braced for.” Galgut
writes short stories and is
an established playwright
as well as novelist. When
asked about his influences,
Galgut said that his sexuality
has prompted his writing
to focus on male-oriented

relationships. A keen
yogi and traveller, Galgut
currently lives in Cape Town.
The Booker Prize Foundation
has continued their
partnership with the BBC,
and also collaborated with
Rural Media to produce
a series of short films
inspired by each of the 2021
shortlisted titles. Damon
Galgut’s The Promise was
adapted into a powerful
two-minute video directed by
Christine Ubochi and starring
actor David Jonsson. You can
watch the short film or grab
yourself a copy of Galgut’s
winning novel by following
the links below:

The comparisons to Faulkner,
however, point to something
beyond general similarities
in prose and instead the
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Upcoming Publishing Events
By Erin Evett and Michaela
O’Callaghan

The Judge, The Jury
and James Patterson
24 November, 6:00 p.m.
Calling all crime and thriller
fans, here’s the perfect event
for you! Join the celebration
as the biggest star in the
genre, James Patterson,
takes his much-loved
character Alex Cross to the
stage with The Judge, The
Jury and James Patterson.
To mark the new book in the
series, fans will be called to
jury service in this immersive
courtroom experience
where they will decide if the
fictional detective is innocent
or guilty of a heinous crime.
Don’t miss out, get your
tickets here.

A.K. Blakemore in
Conversation with
Kiran Millwood
Hargrave at
Waterstones Piccadilly

It delves into seventeenthcentury England at the height
of the witch trials and won
the 2021 Desmond Elliott
Prize. For more information,
click here.

Rice & Peas and
Fish & Chips:
Pauline Campbell in
Conversation with
Corrina Antrobus
25 November, 7:00–8:30
p.m.
St. Thomas’ Church, Clapton
Common
Celebrate the recent
publication of Pauline
Campbell’s groundbreaking
hybrid-memoir, Rice & Peas
and Fish & Chips as Pauline
is joined in conversation with
Corrina Antrobus, a writer
from Hackney. Part memoir,
part commentary, this book
reflects on race and racism,
identity and belonging, and
is set against the historical,

24 November, 7:00 p.m.
Don’t miss out on this
conversation between
the poet A.K. Blakemore
and the bestselling
author of The Mercies,
Kiran Millwood Hargrave,
who will be discussing
Blakemore’s debut novel,
The Manningtree Witches.
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political and social climate
of twentieth-century Britain
to the present day. Find out
more here.

Festive Fun with Cathy
Bramley and Milly
Johnson
25 November, 7:30 p.m.
Christmas wouldn’t be
Christmas without a mince
pie and a glass of bubbly!
Join the Sunday Times
bestselling authors, Cathy
Bramley and Milly Johnson,
to discuss their latest festive
books, The Merry Christmas
Project and I Wish It Could
be Christmas Every Day. For
more information, click here.

The Chortle Comedy
Book Festival
26–27 November
The British Library

There is nothing better than
a good ol’ laugh! This is
Britain’s only comedy book
festival and it is packed full
of fun events and talks.
Before the main day of
events on Saturday, you
can buy a ticket to listen
to Phil Wang on Friday
as he discusses his book
Sidesplitter which reflects on
his experiences as a Eurasian
man both in the West and
in the East. On Saturday,
there are a whole host of
comedic writers including
Fergus Craig, who discusses
his comic crime novel Once
Upon a Crime, Andi Osho,
author of Asking for a Friend,
and Harry Hill. There are
events held online and at The
British Library. Book your
tickets here.

The Northern
Publishers’ Fair
27 November, 11:30–4:00
p.m.
Manchester Central Library
The Northern Publishers’
Fair is running again and
it’s a great way to see what
indie publishers in the
North have to offer. They
have put a Christmassy
spin on proceedings, with
special readings from Simon
Culleton, author of Shadows
of Fathers, and Gerry Potter,
author of Planet Young,
among others. Tickets
are free and, if you are an
early bird attendee, your
eagerness will be rewarded

with the first 150 guests
receiving a free short story
pamphlet from Fly on the
Wall Press!
Sign up here.

The Publishing Quiz
2 December, 7:30 p.m.
Are you ready for the
publishing event of the year?!
This year, That Publishing
Blog and The Publishing
Post are working together
to run The Publishing Quiz.
This quiz is accessible
for all, from long-term
professionals to publishing
hopefuls like us. Gather up
your bookish friends and do
some extra research into
the business of books! This
will be held online and is a
fun way to meet new people
and celebrate your book
nerdiness.
Register here.

Book Club December
2021 – Pandora’s Jar
3 December, 6:00 p.m.
Join the wonderful
broadcaster, author and
classicist, Natalie Haynes, to
discuss her feminist retelling
of women in Ancient Greek
mythology. Haynes promises
to share Pandora’s and other
mythological women’s stories
properly, as they should
have been for thousands of
years. This event is perfect
for those who love the novels
of authors Madeline Miller
and Pat Barker. For more
information, click here.

This is the Canon:
Decolonize your
Bookshelves in 50
Books
8 December, 5:00–6:00 p.m.
In This is the Canon,
Joan Anim-Addo, Deirdre
Osborne and Kadija
Sesay have curated a
decolonised reading list
that celebrates the wide
and diverse experiences
of people from around the
world, of all backgrounds
and all races. Join them in
conversation with Sathnam
Sanghera, bestselling
author of EmpireLand: How
Modern Britain is Shaped
by its Imperial Past. This
online event is sure to be
an invaluable opportunity
to evaluate the power of
fiction, and the importance
of reading beyond the
traditional, white-dominated
canon.
Find out more and register
here.
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Not to be Overlooked

use of her cartographic
knowledge and volunteers
to bring her back. With only
her knowledge of ancient
myths and one of her father’s
maps to guide her, Isabella
makes the perilous journey
into Joya’s unknown depths,
discovering mythic monsters,
lost secrets and the many
magical domains that make
up Joya’s realm.

By Emma Wallace and K atie Simpson

Not to be Overlooked
introduces a variety of
wonderful but lesser-known
books to assist readers in
finding their next great reads.
This week’s column reviews
Kiran Millwood Hargrave’s
debut children’s novel, The
Girl of Ink and Stars, and E.
Lockhart’s We Were Liars.

The Girl of Ink
and Stars by Kiran
Millwood Hargrave
It is sometimes assumed that
children’s fiction can only
be enjoyed for as long as the
reader is themselves a child.
There are, unfortunately,
some children’s books that
do uphold this theory, losing
both relevance and impact
over time. There are others,
however, like Kiran Millwood
Hargrave’s debut The Girl of
Ink and Stars, which manage
to not only overcome that
discrepancy in age, but also
to cut through the cynicism
and disbelief that can so
often accrue as you grow
up. Like all great children’s
fiction, it has a dual quality to
it, one which enables it to be
read and enjoyed on its most
basic, whimsical level by
children but also with almost
symbolic levels of nostalgia
and affection by adults.
Following a young girl called
Isabella Riosse, the daughter
of a cartographer who lives

on the island of Joya, The
Girl of Ink and Stars is an
expertly crafted folk tale
that weaves together myth,
magic and even a thread
of political intrigue into its
haunting and expansive
fantasy world. Shrouded
in mystery and mysticism,
Joya is an enigma even to
its residents. Forbidden
from venturing beyond their
small township by their strict
governor, the story retains a
claustrophobic, small-world
feel, reminiscent of Grimm’s
fairy tales. Much like C.S.
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Lewis’s Narnia, Joya feels like
shadowy, uncharted terrain,
hiding beneath its surface
a myriad of unexplored
histories, creatures and
myths. Preoccupied with
ideas of exploration and
inspired by the far-flung
places her father once
documented, Isabella yearns
for adventure and dreams of
exploring Joya’s secrets.
When her best friend Lupe
runs away, disappearing into
the forbidden forest, Isabella
sees an opportunity to make

Reading The Girl of Ink and
Stars reminded me of the
imaginative possibilities
and scope of children’s
fiction. Highly reminiscent
of the writing of Philip
Pullman and Neil Gaiman,
Kiran Millwood Hargrave
crafts a story seemingly
out of the fragments of
classic children’s fantasy
fiction, reworking their
conventions and hallmarks
with characteristically
creative flair and with
a sparsely lyrical prose
that pays homage to
Millwood Hargrave’s poetic
background. Haunting,
ethereal and deeply moving,
this is a story that rewards
being reread by adult eyes.

We Were Liars by E.
Lockhart
In the midst of lockdown
Zoom quizzes and days spent
binge-reading with a G&T at
5 p.m. (what else was there
to do?), We Were Liars was
born again as a BookTok
obsession. Originally
published in 2014 by Hot
Key Books, E. Lockhart’s
eighth novel made its way
onto BookTok and swiftly had
everyone in its grip. But here
in the Not to be Overlooked

team, we like to cater for
everyone, so even if you’re
not an avid TikToker, we want
to make sure you know about
this book!
The first thing you need
to know: We Were Liars
will make you question
everything.
Cadence Sinclair is young,
beautiful and privileged.
She spends her summers on
her family’s private island
with her cousins, aunts and
grandad, wrapped up in her
own little world. We know
that Cadence suffers from
excruciating migraines,
but we don’t know why. We
know there are blanks in her
memory, but we don’t know
why. We know something has
happened to shake her idyllic
view of the island, but we
don’t know what.

The great thing about this
book is that you know very
little until the final chapter,
hence why the synopsis
doesn’t give much away.
Lockhart’s writing strings
you along, and it’s a string
you’re happy to keep hold of.
This is a coming-of-age novel
like no other, written with
an understanding for feeling
trapped and consumed by
something you can’t control.
Intertwined with stories
of teenage romance and
reckless friendships, We
Were Liars is a refreshing
take on a YA novel.
Lockhart’s writing is fastpaced and clean without
wordy descriptions.
Once you pick it up, you’ll
spend 225 captivating pages
looking for clues, and you’ll
be left wanting even more.
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A Look at Eco-Fiction
and Non-Fiction

they live in. Read this book
and inevitably, as we did,
become emotionally involved
within the world around us.

By K elly Stone, Sarah Lundy, Lucy L illystone, A my Wright and Ellie Brady

Following the
conclusion of COP26,
take a look at these
books inspired by
the changing climate
and what we can do
to help. Throughout
fiction and non-fiction,
the theme of global
warming is vital and
the more we can read
and learn, the better
we will be at finding
solutions.
The Ones We’re Meant
to Find by Joan He
Set in the immersive
backdrop of futuristic
eco-cities, in the wake
of devastating natural
disasters, this YA dystopian
novel follows two sisters
who are oceans away from
each other. Cee is lost on
a deserted island with no
other memories than those
of her sister. Kasey is at
the forefront of scientific
research in the eco-cities
that are fighting for their
survival. This poignant,
thrilling story confronts
humanity with climate
change’s dire consequences.
With heart and authenticity,
Joan He portrays the intense
realities of her characters

as they find themselves in
the midst of an unstable,
radically changing world.

The History of Bees by
Maja Lunde
The History of Bees by
Maja Lunde tells the stories
of three generations of
beekeepers in 1851, 2007
and 2098. Beginning in the
future, we are introduced
to the realisation that there
are no bees in 2098, and
Tao must paint pollen onto
fruit trees with her own
hand. Introducing us to three
characters from different
times, this cautionary tale
forces us to consider whether
the dystopian vision that
Lunde has created for 2098
could actually become
reality. The History of Bees
is a thought-provoking blend
of historical, contemporary
and dystopian fiction. It is
an urgent reminder of the
damage that humankind
can do to Earth where,
without bees, our existence
is under threat.

The Bear by Andrew
Krivak
The Bear follows a girl and
her father who are living
alone in the wilderness at
the end of humanity, in a
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futuristic Eden-like world.
With only a few remnants of
civilization left (some books,
a pane of glass, a set of flint
and steel, a comb), their
days are filled with diving for
mussels, foraging the forest
floor, watching the stars in
the night sky; being one with
the beauty of the wild. While
Krivak tells an excellent tale
of love and loss, The Bear
is also a brilliant piece of
eco-fiction; a cautionary tale
and a stunning tribute to the
brilliancy of nature alongside
its fragility in the hands
of humans. With beautiful
descriptions of nature and
touching tales of animals, the
breath-taking writing sucks
readers in, making them feel
responsible for the world

Flight Behaviour by
Barbara Kingsolver
As the struggle against
global warming becomes
increasingly evident, this
issue will begin to permeate
works of fiction more
frequently. It is simply
something that can no longer
be ignored. Flight Behaviour,
written nearly a decade
ago, uses an abnormal flock
of monarch butterflies to
highlight the scary reality
of changes to our climate
and the reluctance of many
people to face what is right
in front of our eyes. The issue
of climate change haunts
this book silently for much
of the first half. It is only
lightly touched upon until the
scientist, Ovid, is incensed
by a TV journalist who
suggests it might not be real.
It is an incredibly impactful
scene and his words will stick
with you beyond the book:
“The Arctic is genuinely
collapsing. Scientists used to
call these things the canary
in the mine. What they say
now is, the canary is dead.”

Dart in Devon, including a
sewage worker, a ferryman,
swimmers, water sports
lovers and fishermen.
She allows these voices
to organically slip into her
poem, creating a blurred
and polyphonic reading
experience that serves its
subject matter well. This,
coupled with Dart’s beautiful
and vivid descriptions of

the river, serves to bring
the personal and the
environmental into one entity
with deeply affecting results.
Given the British waterways
sewage-dumping crisis that
has been making headlines
adjacent to COP26 in
Glasgow, this poem-as-book
is worth reading now more
than ever.

Dart by Alice Oswald
This considered work of
eco-fiction by Alice Oswald
delivers its message as a
longform poem. Oswald
spent three years recording
her conversations with
the people who both live
and work on the River
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Upskilling Tips for
Non-Fiction Publishing
By A melia Bashford, Misha Manani and Rowan Groat

Non-fiction publishing is
a category within trade
publishing that covers areas
such as business, food &
drink, health & lifestyle,
history, memoir, science and
sports. It is sustained by
writers who aim to inspire,
educate and entertain. In the
final instalment of our sector
series and in celebration
of National Non-fiction
November, we have asked
someone who works in nonfiction publishing to share
their experience and advice.

In Conversation
with Fran Roberts
(@CatwomanFran),
Marketing Manager at
Reaktion Books
What motivated you to
pursue a career in nonfiction publishing?
Fran: “I started my career
as a temporary marketing
administrator at Palgrave
Macmillan and fell in
love with non-fiction, and
publishing, from there. I
always tended to read fiction,
but there’s something quite
different about working in

non-fiction. No two days
are the same. I’ve worked
on everything from social
work to Middle East history;
politics to art. Throw in
some food and drink, sport,
music and popular science
and you get an idea of what
I’m working on daily! I’m
now a Marketing Manager at
Reaktion Books, working on
over 90 titles a year. I also
work with 3 of Cups Press, a
micropublisher dedicated to
amplifying unheard voices.”

What are the differences
between non-fiction and
fiction publishing?
“I think there’s more breadth
in non-fiction. Fiction tends
to follow trends, whereas
non-fiction has a plethora of
topics on which to draw. With
non-fiction, you can afford to
take bigger risks with what
you publish.”

What skills are useful for
working in non-fiction
publishing?
“Have a real thirst for
knowledge. Be interested
in everything! Be prepared
for the unexpected. When
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it comes to marketing and
publicity, you have a smaller
pool of influencers and press
from which to draw, so a lot
of out-of-the-box thinking is
required. Get creative. And
don’t forget your research
– in-depth knowledge of
a particular field will do
wonders. Befriend the
specialists, whether that
be an academic or a niche
magazine. They will be your
biggest advocates.”

Top tips for CVs and
cover letters:

Online Resources:

“The key rule is one side of
A4 for a cover letter, and
two sides of A4 for a CV.
You don’t want to be writing
dissertations! Other top tips I
have are:

Events:

Your cover letter is the
appetiser, and your CV is the
main course. Make sure they
complement each other.
Make it relevant to the
job description – use the
same language and turns
of phrase, reflect your
experience directly onto the
description.
Keep it simple (unless you’re
going for a design role). A
PDF of a Word document
works best because not
everyone can open Word
documents and the layout
can change.
Never be self-deprecating.
Own your achievements and
be proud!
Do your research, especially
if you get an interview. Know
the history of the company as
well as their bestsellers.
If applying for marketing
roles, look at previous
campaigns and think about
why you like them.
Try to address it to a real
person. This can be tough for
bigger companies, but just
ask the HR department and
feel free to send an email if
you’re unsure.”

Publishing Scotland: As part
of Book Week Scotland, they
are running a showcase of
authors and their non-fiction
books via YouTube. Tickets
are free, you just need to
book your spot.
Penguin Live Non-fiction:
To celebrate the works of
non-fiction, there are book
tour events and launches
for self-care, cooking and
female empowerment books.
This might help broaden
your understanding of the
non-fiction market and get to
know the inspiration behind
these creations from the
authors’ perspective.

Twitter:
Follow Non-Fiction
Publishers: This will help
to build your commercial
awareness and strengthen
your market research through
competitors, the consumer
audience and industry
news. To get you started, try
following: @BlinkPublishing,
@MomentumPubCo,
@EburyPublishing and
@iconbooks.
Network and Build Your
Relationships: Don’t forget to
connect with those who work
in non-fiction publishing.
Say hello, introduce yourself
and ask questions. People
in publishing tend to be
extremely friendly and are

always willing to help. Here
are a few who work in nonfiction that you can connect
with online: @Joelle_O, @
luciedemayo, @caroline_
linnea and @GuilletCaroline.

Non-Fiction Book Charts:
Retailers: Look at what
non-fiction books are selling
well in retailers such as
WHSmith, Waterstones and
Amazon. Think about why
this might be – consider the
design, the content, how it
has been publicised, and the
role metadata has played to
increase its discoverability.
The Bookseller: If you are
able, why not subscribe
to The Bookseller from £3
a week? The price varies
depending on the package
you choose, but here you
can see the weekly sales
charts of the hardback
and paperback non-fiction
bestsellers.

We hope you enjoyed reading
Issue Thirty-Six, and the final
instalment in our sectorfocused mini-series! Join
us again for Issue ThirtySeven where we will be
covering Upskilling Tips for
Freelancing.
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The Rise of Eco-Poetry
By Mary K arayel and Hayley Cadel

While eco-poetry differs
from nature poetry, the
former does, to some extent,
expand nature poetry whilst
importantly highlighting the
environmental crisis to urge
its readers to take action.
Historically, Romanticism
was the movement
concerned with the natural
world. However, while the
interest then was how
nature related to human
experience, the interest now
lies in tackling environmental
concerns. Significantly,
eco-poetry is not just poetry
about nature; it is poetry
that aims to elicit an emotive
response from its readers
which will inspire them to
be more environmentally
conscious.

Defining Eco-Poetry
With COP26 ongoing in
Glasgow, the focus this week
is on eco-poetry, an art form
that is both environmental
and environmentalist, and
that is interested in the
natural world rather than
centred on the human.
Poets have drawn widely
on the natural world to
metaphorically reflect human
emotions and experiences,
but the eco-poem is
fundamentally interested
in environmental concerns.

We think it is also interesting
to consider how eco-poetry
can operate off the page.
Simon Armitage’s ‘In Praise
of Air’, displayed for a
year at the University of
Sheffield, took up an entire
wall and was printed on an
air-purifying canvas to cut
local pollution, an incentive
which could go further
and transform billboard
and outdoor advertising.
Arguably, in this instance,
poetry can become part of
the environment to enhance
a location.
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Awards for Eco-Poetry
Acclaim for eco-poetry has
reached new heights in
recent years through the
emergence of awards for
poems with environmental
themes. The Ginkgo Prize,
first awarded in 2015 and
relaunched in 2018 in
affiliation with the Poetry
School, recognises poets
for their eco-poetry globally.
The award is very distinctive
because it offers winners
writing residencies, monetary
prizes and runs a programme
to support the development
of eco-poetry.

In 2020, the Ginkgo Prize ran
free virtual workshops for
writers wanting to find out
more about the animacy of
fossils, shadowed landscapes
and weather, to name
just a few areas covered
in Zoom workshops with
environmental poets such as
Maya Chowdhry and Maria
Sledmere. The Ginkgo Prize
rewards individual poems
that are then collated into
an anthology for readers to
download. Whilst the 2021
anthology has yet to be
released, the 2020 one is
available on their website
and contains inspiring
poems exploring extinction,
the man-made destruction
of the planet, as well as a
close examination of the
environmental world of
molluscs and birds. There is
something for everybody who
is environmentally conscious
in this anthology and could
provide you with some
inspiration to write your own
eco-poetry. Our favourite
poem from this collection
is ‘What Survives of Us’ by
Emily Grove, and we implore
you to check it out!

Similarly, Simon Armitage
set up the Laurel Prize for
eco-poetry last year to
award the best collection of
environmental, eco-poetry
or nature poetry. Armitage,
who became Poet Laureate
in 2019, said he created
the Prize to “highlight the
climate crisis and raise
awareness of the challenges
and potential solutions at this
critical point in our planet’s
life” by drawing together the
voices of eco-poets from
across the world. Announced
just last month, Seán
Hewitt won the First Prize
with his debut collection,
Tongues of Fire. Ash Davida
Jane came second with
How to Live with Mammals,
and Sean Borodale’s
Inmates was awarded the
Third Prize. These are the
perfect collections to start
exploring eco-poetry in
more depth. Other notable
recommendations from
the longlist are Will Burns’
Country Music, which
was deemed the “Best
First Collection looking at
humanity’s ‘bad choices
piling up like debts’”,
and Anja Konig’s Animal
Experiments. We recommend
taking a look at the full
longlist for yourselves for all
things eco-poetry.

a difference. As people
become more conscious of
their impact on the planet
and concerned about
sustainability, we predict
that eco-poetry will not only
be more widely read but
also more widely written.
However, while it has the
power to engage, it also
risks adopting a somewhat
sanctimonious and moralistic
tone. But if the power of
poetry is its ability to make
its reader ‘feel’, then ecopoets, by doing more than
just educating readers, have
the potential to make readers
feel the urgency. As more
people become concerned
with the environment, we
predict that more people will
explore the climate crisis
through poetry.

Poetry and the Climate
Crisis
Eco-poetry thus has plenty
to say on the subject of the
environment and plenty
we need to hear to make
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Acquisitions & Adaptations
By A lice Warburton and
Georgie Cutler

Acquisition News
Announced on 10 November,
a prequel to the bestseller
We Were Liars by E. Lockhart
is coming on 3 May 2022,
titled Family of Liars. This
book will focus on the Liars’
mothers, set twenty-seven
years before the events of
the original book. It is to
be published by Random
House Children’s Books
imprint, Delacorte Press in
the US, Bonnier Books UK’s
imprint, Hot Key Books, and
Allen & Unwin in Australia
and New Zealand. Lockhart
dedicated her new book to
her fans, stating that “their
willingness to share their
experience online has made
all the difference in the world
for this book” – probably
referring to the 67 million
views #wewereliars has on
TikTok. The book will be
edited by Delacorte Press’s
Senior Vice President and
Publisher Beverly Horowitz,
with world rights acquired
from Elizabeth Kaplan at the
Elizabeth Kaplan Literary
Agency, Inc.
The rights for Washington
Post reporters Robert
Samuels and Toluse
Olorunnipa’s book, His Name
is George Floyd: One Man’s
Life and the Struggle for
Racial Justice have been
acquired by Transworld,
after a 10-way auction.

Editorial Director Andrea
Henry acquired UK and
Commonwealth rights from
Caspian Dennis at Abner
Stein, on behalf of Aevitas
Creative Management.
Author Olorunnipa added
that “We are excited to work
with Alex and the team at
Transworld to tell that story,
revealing both a life that
mattered and the systems
that so tragically denied its
worth.” The book will be
published 19 May 2022, in
hardback, by Bantam Press.
Rights were acquired by
editor Ibrahim Ahmad for
Viking US.
Between the Covers’s BBC
2 TV star Sara Cox’s debut
novel, is to be published by
Coronet. The rights to the
novel Thrown, were bought
by publisher Hannah Black,
from Melanie Rockcliffe at
YMU Group. This is set to
be a major fiction debut,
as her memoir published in
2018, Till the Cows Come
Home, was a Waterstones’
paperback of the year
choice. Thrown will be
published 12 May 2022, and
Cox herself will read for the
audiobook edition.
Rights for debut author
Deesha Philyaw’s novel
The Secret Lives of Church
Ladies have been preempted by Pushkin Press.
This collection of short
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stories depicting hidden
desires of church-going
Black women will be
published in hardback by the
imprint, One, in May 2022,
and a HBO Max TV series
is in the works, optioned by
Tessa Thompson. Rights
were acquired by Managing
Director Adam Freudenheim,
from Curtin Brown, acting
on behalf of Upstart Crown
Literary.

Sherwood’s 007
Trilogy Picked Up by
HarperCollins
Kim Sherwood will become
the first female author of
a James Bond novel with
her new trilogy acquired
by HarperCollins. The
contemporary thrillers will

In the Works

be set in Ian Fleming’s world
of Bond and will feature a
new cast of agents for the
21st century. HarperCollins’
Kathryn Chesire (UK) and
David Highfill from William
Morrow (US), with Jonny
Geller and Viola Hayden of
Curtis Brown, on behalf of
Ian Fleming Publications
Limited, negotiated the deal.
Sherwood is represented by
Susan Armstrong from C&W
Agency. The first instalment
of the trilogy looks to be
released in September 2022.

Taika Waititi to
adapt Alejandro
Jodorowsky’s The
Incal

From Book to Screen
The Wheel of Time on
Amazon Prime
Rosamund Pike leads in this
fantasy drama television
series based on the book
series of the same name by
Robert Jordan. It follows
Moiraine (Pike), a member
of an all-female magical

organisation, who sets out on
a quest with a group of five
companions, one of whom is
the Dragon Reborn, to save
humanity or destroy it. The
Wheel of Time premieres
on Amazon Prime Video on
19 November and a second
series has already been
announced.

Taika Waititi is set to direct
Alejandro Jodorowsky
and Mœbius’ The Incal.
Jodorowsky’s unsuccessful
attempt to direct Frank
Herbert’s Dune inspired the
creation of the bestselling
graphic novel The Incal
in the 1970s. The graphic
novel series, a dystopian
space opera, will be the
first Humanoids title to be
adapted for the big screen.
Waititi will be teaming up
with Jemaine Clement, who
he previously worked with on
What We Do in the Shadows,
and Peter Warren to write
the script. Humanoids is yet
to release the studio and
premiere date.

Passing on Netflix
Passing is a drama revolving
around two mixed-race
childhood friends reuniting
and becoming increasingly
fascinated and involved in
one another’s adult lives.
It involves a star-studded
cast, including the likes
of Tessa Thompson, Ruth
Negga, André Holland and
Alexander Skarsgård. The
1929 novel by Nella Larsen,
which the film is based upon,
discusses themes of race,
class, gender and jealousy.
Passing debuted at the 2021
Sundance Film Festival and
is coming to Netflix on 10
November.
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